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Editorial

Product design and development: O2feel LAB
Catalogue design: Communication & marketing department 

Partners: Shimano; Lazer; Endura.

Time cannot be stopped, really ? 

We can stretch it observe it, adjust it, withstand it. 

Take the circle of  life.

It’s all about mutation, movement and constant evolution. 

To move with the times, we must adapt, modernize, explore, move forward.

To understand our surroundings, we need to let the elements inspire us, to study the 
powers of  nature and travel its roads.

To master time we have to invent a new way of  traveling, that will take us on a 
ride to the obvious : electricity.  

O2feel 
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PRODUCT

GUIDE
Which bike is best suited for you?
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TEST RIDE A BIKE

O2FEEL
Try it and you’ll buy it!

Trying out an e-bike is the best way to remove your 
doubts before choosing your new partner.

It can be difficult to choose an e-bike and find the one that’s best suited or 
you. At O2feel we decided to work closely with our network of  retailers to 

help you make your choice.

Category, kind of  frame, size, motor, battery or even colors… You can 
now plan a test ride in our dealers’ shops and seek their advice on our 25 

models among our 4 collections.

With this we want you to discover the feeling of  riding 
an O2feel e-bike, and the changes it can bring in your 

daily life.

For more information on this service visit our international website to 
find our partner nearest to you or simply ask us directly on the website 

dedicated to your country.

Go to the platform: https://www.o2feel-ebibes.com/
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OUR COMFORT COLLECTION:

What if we changed your everyday life?

Need to let off steam and feel good? The new Comfort collection will 
brighten up your journey a little more each day. Rediscover a true sense of  
freedom thanks to the relaxed riding position and the central motorisation 
that is both comfortable and quiet. 

The iVog, iSwan and iPop models of  our Comfort collection will soon 
become your best riding partners. Make the change and your journeys will 
never be the same again when riding your two-wheeler. 

OUR
COMFORT

Collection
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E-BIKE TRIP 

PARIS
Take the time to discover

E-BIKE OUTING - EASY. ALL FITNESS LEVELS. 

Scan and discover your new 
itinerary!

Use Spotify to scan your new 
playlist!

Pont Alexandre III Cathédrale de la      
Sainte-Trinité

TYPES OF PATHS:

Trail: < 100 m
Path: 2.04 km
Cycle track: 8.66 km
Street: 1.86 km
Road: 5.58 km
Main road: <100 m

: The essentials

1h32 19.4Km 130m 140m

Easy

SURFACES:

Unpaved: <100 m
Compacted gravel: 110 m
Paved: 3.98 km
Tarmac: 1.67 km
Asphalt: 13.1 km
Unknown: 400 m
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THE iVOG SERIES:

Sometimes you need to be taken by surprise to 
realise that an electric bike is the obvious answer. 
iVog is a good introduction to the wonderful 
world of  the e-bikes.

The iVog City (Up or Boost) effortlessly weaves 
its way through the city whilst the Explorer 
(Boost) is unbeatable in the countryside.
Its new frame, designed by our teams, with the 
battery integrated into the seat tube, provides 
even more riding stability and balance.

iVog
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Linen white:          Pearl grey:          Boreal blue:         

 Why denying yourself  a shot at well-being when it’s this affordable? A discreet Shimano E5000 motor that is suitable for the city, 
with a maximum range of  up to 140 km and 280 km with the iPowerFit duo battery option, metal mudguards to match the frame, special 

urban-ride tyres: the iVog City Up has been designed and created especially for you.

iVog City Up 3.1 iVog City Up 4.1 iVog City Up 5.1

Full technical specifications on P.56

IVOG
CITY UP

 THE E-FUN STARTS HERE 

7-speed Shimano Tourney derailleur, V-Brakes. Riderever 160 mm hydraulic disc brakes, 8-speed 
Shimano Altus derailleur.

Integrated 7-speed Shimano Nexus hub, Riderever    
160 mm hydraulic disc brakes.

26’’ S - 28’’ M 26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L 26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

3 Colours: 3 Colours: 3 Colours: 

Feel the wind in your hair, enjoy true peace 
of  mind riding this two-wheeler and rediscover 
the pleasure of  riding in the city.

Metal mudguards in the same colours as the frame 
and smooth tyres for greater comfort

Battery integrated into the 
 seat tube

Wide seat Shimano derailleurMIK HD compatible rear rack
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Boost your bike rides with this powered-up 
version of  the iVog City, equipped with a 
Shimano E6100 mid-motor for greater 
power over any surface. This bike can tour 
any city in the world and will surprise you a 
little more every day. 

It’s honed design, integrated iPowerFit 400 
battery and 130 km range (which can be 
doubled with the iPowerFit Duo option), 
will allow you to ride with even greater peace 
of  mind.

A 5-speed Shimano Nexus hub allowing gear changes 
even when stationary, all-weather Riderever hydraulic 
disc brakes, absolute comfort and total power.  

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

iVog City Boost 6.1 

3 Colours: 

 JUST A LITTLE BOOST 

IVOG
CITY BOOST

Linen white:              Pearl grey:            Boreal blue:         
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Hit the trails on the iVog Explorer Boost and enjoy its smooth ride and comfortable feel 
in the great outdoors. A little bit of  mud? Bumpy ground? Winding tracks? No worries, 
the Shimano E6100 motor will always be up to the task. Fearlessly explore the trails 
with deep-tread MTB tyres and hydraulic disc brakes that are effective in all circumstances. 
Further increase your trekking enjoyment with the iPowerFit Duo pack which gives you a 

maximum range of  260 km.  

An adaptable, fast and efficient 9-speed Altus derailleur 
and a 50 mm Suntour fork suitable for any terrain. Hit 

the trails in comfort.   

26’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

iVog Explorer Boost 4.1

2 Colours: 

 OUR ODE TO THE COUNTRYSIDE 

IVOG
EXPLORER BOOST

Garnet red:           Boreal blue:         
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THE iPOP series:

With its vintage American look, the iPop is the perfect e-bike cruiser 
for a relaxed and cool ride in the sun with the wind in your hair. 
You’re going to fall in love with this new series, available in 3 warm 
colours and shiny chrome trim. Be inspired by its unusual design and 
energetic but cool attitude. 

iPop
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Get back in touch with your inner child behind the wide handlebars of  the iPop with its timeless vintage look and incredibly 
comfortable wide dual-spring seat. It has the all-new centrally mounted iPowerFit 400 battery for perfect riding balance and 
a Shimano E6100 mid-motor. Further increase your enjoyment with the iPowerFit duo option to ride up to 260 km. Your 

seaside cycling jaunts will take on a whole new look with the iPop. 

Wide comfortable tyres and an 8-speed Altus derailleur, 
ideal equipment for riding in the sun and taking in the 
horizon. 

One size

iPop City Boost 4.1 

3 Colours: 

IPOP
CITY BOOST

 HIT THE WEST COAST 

Coral orange:      Pearl grey:       Imperial yellow:                
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THE iSWAN series:

 With its now iconic design and Slick Shape finish, the timeless iSwan continues to offer more and more technological innovations. 
The new series comes in 3 urban versions: iSwan City Up, Boost and Urban Boost. Also available in 2 all-terrain 

versions: iSwan Explorer and Adventure. 
New technology and new top-of-the-range equipment: your wish is our command. 

iSwan
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The first model in this iSwan serie, the iSwan City Up, is classy, fashionable and reliable. The discreet 
Shimano E5000 mid-motor is ideal for urban riding, coupled with the iPowerPack 432 or 540 battery 

offering a range of  up to 200 km, or the Road Cruiser tyres to further enhance your riding pleasure.

ISWAN
CITY UP

 MORE THAN JUST A BIKE, A GENUINE CYCLING ICON

The 8-speed Altus derailleur, flexible fork and ergonom-
ic grips make this stylish bike an essential for the city.

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

iSwan City Up 5.1

2 Colours: 

Anthracite grey:      Cobalt blue:   
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Top-of-the-range technology and the most high-performance innovations on the market.  3 versions for 2022: iSwan City Boost will 
astound you both by its on-board technology and its smoothness. The frame-integrated battery, offering a range of  up to 180 km, 
combined with the Shimano E6100 motor are a unique combination of  elegance and power. Its reliability is clearly demonstrated 

by a balanced frame and hydraulic disc brakes that are effective in all weather conditions.
Your high standards start with the iSwan City Boost. 

ISWAN
CITY BOOST

Here’s the ideal entry into the urban “Boost” level, with 
its all-purpose 8-speed Altus derailleur and rust-proof  

KMC chain with chain guard for greater comfort.  

A 5-speed Nexus hub and a Carbon Gates drive belt for 
maximum riding comfort and easy maintenance.

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

iSwan City Boost 6.1

iSwan City Boost 7.1

2 Colours: 

1 Colour: 

 THE ONE YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR 

Anthracite grey:       Cobalt blue:   
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 Two rigid frames, a Carbon Gates drive belt, 
hard-wearing high-grip tyres and above all a 5-speed 

Nexus Di2 hub for automatic gear changes.

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

iSwan City Boost 8.1

Frame: Low / High

1 Colour: 
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 Game, set and match! Don’t be afraid to stand out! On the occasion of  the famous Paris 
Grand Slam tournament, discover our Roland Garros iSwan limited-edition.

Treat yourself  to a range of  up to 180 km with the iPowerPack 432 or 540 battery and 
to the power of  its Shimano E6100 motor.

ISWAN
ROLAND-GARROS

EDITION

SPORTY, FASHIONABLE AND ELEGANT

Don’t limit yourself  any longer, take on the city with 
this 8-speed versatility and a flexible fork - this iSwan 
guarantees absolute comfort in all circumstances. 

28’’ M 

iSwan Roland-Garros Edition

3 Colours: 

Cobalt blue:      Chalk white:      Navy blue:    
22 // Comfort // O2feel Catalogue 2022
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ISWAN
ROLAND-GARROS
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Is your daily routine lacking a little serenity? Go for boldness and reliability. The iSwan Urban Boost 6.1 is all about 
innovation, the sporting spirit, comfort and safety thanks to its Schwalbe puncture-protected tyres and Shimano MT200 
hydraulic brakes. Go for solidity and reliability with the reinforced double bar frame. Its quiet, high-performance 

Shimano E6100 motor and iPowerPack 432 or 540 battery will take you wherever you want to go.
Ride at the level you deserve. 

ISWAN
URBAN BOOST

 A NOBLE AND POWERFUL SWAN 

The 8-speed Altus derailleur, flexible Suntour fork and 
high-performance Schwalbe Road Cruiser tyres give this 
bike the kind of  sporty performance you’d expect.

26’’ S - 28’’ M - 28’’ - L

iSwan Urban Boost 6.1 

1 Colour: 

Anthracite grey:    
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iSwan
one bike, two versions

Give yourself  the chance to get away, 
just ride, no questions asked. Start 
with Schwalbe all-terrain deep-tread 
tyres, a 9-speed Alivio transmission 
and the Shimano MT200 hydraulic 
brakes. A maximum range of      
180 km thanks to the iPowerPack 
432 or 540 batteries and their 
Shimano E6100 motors. Two 
choices depending on what you 
want and where you want to go: the 
ultra-comfortable open frame with 
low standover height of  the iSwan 
Explorer Boost or the sportiness and 
extra rigidity for adventures with the 

iSwan Adventure Boost.

ISWAN
ADVENTURE 

BOOST

ISWAN
EXPLORER

BOOST

ATB:  AMAZING  TECHNICAL  BIKE

CHARGE, READY, GO! 

Increase the feel-good factor: non-slip grips, ultra-high 
comfort gel seat and chain guard for greater safety. This 

is what this iSwan Adventure has to offer. 

26’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

iSwan Adventure Boost 6.1 

2 Colours: 

A flexible or rigid suspension fork to suit your needs, 
ergonomic grips and rapid charger. A set of  options that 

will increase your enjoyment.

26’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

iSwan Explorer Boost 6.1

2 Colours: 

Intense black:      Canopy green:   
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OUR
DYNAMIC
Collection

Who said an SUV needed to have 4 wheels?

Are you one of  those people always looking to find the best? Are performances and the latest technologies your 
two priorities when choosing an e-bike? This new Dynamic collection is for you! The perfect companion over 

urban paving stones, through narrow alleyways, along bumpy tracks and on your weekend trips. 

The new Vern Urban and Vern Adventure series are waiting to satisfy your every need. Available in 3 
versions, depending on your lifestyle, Vern adapts to you! 

Be in control of  your e-cycling.
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THE VERN SERIES:

The urban line-up is only just beginning. The Vern is your 
new, efficient, precise and powerful sidekick. The new Shimano 
EP8 motor can accelerate in all circumstances and the iPowerPack 
Advanced battery has a range of  up to 240 km. Tight bends and 

paved areas will be like child’s play on the Vern.  

Vern

28 // Dynamic // O2feel Catalogue 2022
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 The Vern Urban Power 7.1’s dynamic and minimalist 
sports look will bring extra spark to your ride. The 
Shimano EP8 motor provides all the power you need 
for your excursions and the iPowerPack Advanced 432 
or 720 battery will take you right to the very summit! 
Adjust your comfort level with the RST fork, all-weather 
Shimano MT200 brakes, a rear rack with integrated 

light, all with a sporty, minimalist look.
Take your passion further with the Vern. 

VERN
URBAN

POWER 7.1

BECOME YOUR OWN SUPERHERO IN EVERYDAY LIFE 

A 9-speed Alivio derailleur, rust-proof  KMC chain and 
a comfortable ergonomic gel seat. The Vern is equally at 

home in town or country. 

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Vern Urban Power 7.1

1 Colour: 

Bronze:    
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A powerful, quiet Shimano EP8 motor, a sturdy, maintenance-free Carbon Gates belt and a 5-speed Shimano 
Nexus transmission to change gear even when stationary. The integrated iPowerPack Advanced 432 or 720 has a 

maximum range of  240 km.
With the Vern Urban Power 9.1, bringing together the best technology for top-of-the-range bikes, luxury has never 

been so accessible. 

VERN
URBAN

POWER 9.1

VOYAGE TO THE CENTER OF THE CITY 

The Shimano hydraulic disc brakes and Schwalbe 
Super moto tyres will enhance both the thrill of  the ride 

and your safety at all times.

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Vern Urban Power 9.1

1 Colour: 

Anthracite grey:     
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Astride the Vern Adventure, the inaccessible becomes easy. This adventure version 
comes with wide chunky tyres and adapted impact-resistant mud guards. The 

integrated iPowerPack Advanced 432 or 720 has a maximum range of  240 km. 
The 10-speed Deore derailleur will help you to navigate steep trails. With its high 
power Shimano EP8 motor, honed SR Suntour fork and Shimano MT400 
brakes, take a deep breath, you’ll surprise yourself  by going beyond what you ever 

thought possible. 

VERN
ADVENTURE

POWER 8.1

 AROUND THE WORLD ON A VERN 

A successful outing is an outing without limits: indulge 
yourself  in this luxury with Maxxis Ardent Tubeless 
tyres and a sturdy rust-proof  KMC chain. 

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Vern Adventure Power 8.1

2 Colours: 

Emerald green:       Anthracite grey:    
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OUR
UTILITY
Collection

Short of space?

The Utility collection adapts to you and your needs! Efficiency is its 
watchword. Our aim? To be at your side every day. Have you got a lot 
to carry? Are you short of  space? No problem! The Utility collection is 

pragmatic, flexible and never short of  the power you need to get to where you 
need to go.

Two series, two requirements, two lifestyles… iPeps, can be folded in half: 
two on-trend colours and a frame with the battery integrated into the seat tube 

for perfect riding balance. With Equo Cargo, a world where no effort 
is required arrives on two wheels. Bulky loads are no problem for this solid 

modular bike. 3 series, 3 levels of  technology, 3 seats.
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FAMILY E-BIKE 

TRIP
ON THE ROAD TO NANTES

enjoy the simple pleasures ;)

E-BIKE TOUR - EASY. ALL FITNESS LEVELS.

Scan and discover your new 
itinerary!

Use Spotify to scan the new 
playlist!

Carrousel des Mondes 
Marins, Les Machines 

de l’Île

Les anneaux de 
Buren

Street art on the 
banks of the Sèvre 

TYPES OF PATHS:

Trail: < 100 m
Path: 697 m
Cycle track: 12.1 km
Street: 2.76 km
Road: 2.50 km
Main road: <100 m

SURFACES:

Unpaved: 567 m
Compacted gravel: 218 m
Paved: 560 m
Tarmac: 3.57 km
Asphalt: 12.7 km
Unknown: 517 m

: The essentials

1h 34 18.2Km 60m 60m

Easy
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THE EQUO SERIES:

Are you part of  a large family that loves cycling, 
looking for a solution that easily but effectively 
adapts to your needs? The Equo Cargo is 
clearly the sturdiest solution (up to 180 kg!) and 
the most suitable for families or small businesses 
looking for a different means of  transport, but 
one that is just as efficient as a lorry. an e-bike 

that carries and transports! 

Equo
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EQUO
CARGO BOOST

 CARRY YOUR DREAMS 

The high-grip Kenda tyres that are perfectly suited for 
heavy loads and the flexible RST fork, will ensure optimal 
comfort on all your trips. 

1 size fits all

Equo Cargo Boost 3.1

1 Colour: 

Boreal blue:    

What is the Equo Cargo 3.1? A two-wheel mini-van that is easy 
to use and accessorise. The kids, the shopping... no more limits! Its 
Shimano E6100 cargo motor has been specially configured 
to start effortlessly, even with a heavy load, and its iPowerPack 
Advanced 432 or 720 battery will give you a range of  up to 150 
km. The 9-speed Alivio derailleur will make all of  your cargo 
missions so much easier. It’s time to make transporting heavy loads 
enjoyable. 
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EQUO
CARGO POWER

YOU’LL ENJOY IT 

Looking for more power? Discover the big brother, fitted 
with the new Shimano EP8 Cargo motor and the 
iPowerPack Advanced 432 or 720 battery which provides 
a maximum range of  up to 170 km. The MT420 
Shimano brakes are amazing at stopping this cargo bike in 
complete safety. With the Equo Cargo 
you won’t be able to feel the difference 
between riding alone or as a family... 
Make your daily routine into an enjoyable 
family 
event!

 10-speed Shimano Deore derailleur and high-performance 
puncture-protected Schwalbe tyres. The perfect 

combination for effortless riding with a heavy load. 

1 size fits all

Equo Cargo Power 4.1

1 Colour: 

Emerald green:    
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EQUO
CARGO POWER

 ENTREPRENEURS, IT’S TIME FOR CARGO POWER 

Move around efficiently with the Schwalbe Pick Up tyres, 
charge quickly with the 4A speed charger and finally, 
brake safely with the powerful 4-piston Shimano MT 
420 brakes. 

1 size fits all

Equo Cargo Power 7.1

1 Colour: 

How do you imagine a top-of-the-range bike? Quiet, robust and maintenance-
free equipment, this is what the Carbon Gates belt and the 5-speed Nexus 
hub will give you, all combined with the Shimano EP8 Cargo motor.  
The iPowerPack Advanced 432 or 720 battery provides a maximum range 

of  170 km.
Get a cargo that can deal with all roads! 

Anthracite grey:    
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Fit the Family Bars to the rear of  our EQUO model to protect your children and keep them 
safe when travelling. Made from lightweight but durable matt black 6061 aluminium and 
compatible with 2 MIK HD child seats (Urban Iki, Polisport). The side bars add extra 
safety to protect your children’s hands. 
The front opening is perfect for seating passengers.

Effective protection to isolate the rear wheel from passengers and loose clothing.
This is a bespoke accessory that blends seamlessly into the model’s design to maintain the 
aesthetics of  the bike. Attaches easily with the velcro provided.

FAMILY
BARS

DRESS
PROTECT

CO-PILOT
BAR

SECURE
STEPS

Put your child at the helm with the Co-pilot Bar. 
This accessory is easy to fit to the seat post, the stem length can be adjusted for a better 

position. These handlebars have comfortable grips and add to your child’s comfort when 
seated at the rear of  the bike.

Fit Secure Steps footrests to our EQUO cargo bikes to provide comfort and additional safety 
for your passengers. Secure Steps are convenient for getting on and off your bike and are made 

from matt black 6061 aluminium, which is a lightweight, durable material.

ACCESSORIES
EQUO
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Share the EQUO experience with passengers with the Cosy Seat. This cushion easily clips on 
in just a few seconds using the MIK system; it is extremely comfortable and is also equipped 
with a reflective strip at the rear to increase visibility and enhance passenger safety. You can 
clip two cushions one behind the other to seat two children.

With the Central Bag you can be sure you won’t forget a thing when you set out. 
This bag is fitted to the frame and comes with a zip; it is quick and easy to fit thanks to its 
velcro straps. 
Easy stowing for your repair kit etc.

COSY
SEAT

CENTRAL
BAG

MAXI
PLATFORM

DAILY
TRANSPORT

This Maxi Platform in treated birch wood, framed by matt black 6061 aluminium bars, 
can be fitted to the rear of  the bike and can carry up to 60 kg. Compatible with containers 

measuring 600 x 400 mm.

This front basket, with its treated birch wood base framed by matt black 6061 aluminium 
bars, is both attractive to look at and practical. 

Can carry up to 15kg and the bike’s lamp cable can be extended to position it at the front of  
the basket. Compatible with 300 x 400 mm containers.
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THE IPEPS SERIES:

Living in the city? In a small apartment? Do you holiday in a camper van? 
The foldable, electric iPeps is our solution for all limited-space situations. 
And the icing on the cake is that you get full control of  your time and energy. 
Your confidence will skyrocket as will your productivity and health at work!

iPeps
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 Shake up your life and give it 
some “pep”! Our new iPeps is 
equipped with a new iPowerFit 
400 battery compatible with 
the iPowerFit duo option 
(maximum range: 280 km), 
integrated into the seat tube. The 
Shimano E5000 motor will 
become your new best friend and 
its gear change integrated with 
the 7-speed Nexus will provide 
manoeuvrability and optimal 

comfort. 
This little foldable e-bike has 
all the attributes of  a big one!

IPEPS
FOLD UP

 FOLDS LIKE PAPER 

A comfortable extra wide Royal saddle, all-weather disc 
brakes and integrated lights to see and be seen. This bike 
adapts perfectly to suit your needs.  

1 size fits all

iPeps Fold Up 5.1

Dimensions folded (cm): 41L x 85h x 97w

2 Colours: 

Boreal blue:      Linen white:    
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Sport is tiring... are you sure? 

The real competition starts here! Whether 18 or 78 years old, there are no limits!  Set 
off together and get home together. With our Sport collection you will be able to push the 
limits and discover new territories. You’ll love riding through the countryside, forests 
and mountains with the minimum of  effort. Choose Karma for an ambitious but 
comfortable start, combining smoothness with high power. The two Amplitude 
versions will satisfy your need to take on the steepest mountains and Soar is for those 
who want to push back the limits. Astride either of  these you will feel that you can take 

on any mountain and travel the world at high speed. 

Our multi-purpose, reliable and comfortable eMTBs will be your new playmates.

OUR
SPORT
collection
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Relax and enjoy your outings as a family, with friends or alone, on all types of  road.  
This cross-country e-bike absorbs all obstacles, adapting to your degree of  effort 
thanks to a Shimano E7000 motor, a SR Suntour fork with 120 mm travel 
and a Deore 10-speed derailleur. The 210 km maximum range of  the integrated 

iPowerPack Advanced 432 or 720 battery will take you ever further. Once you’ve 
tried it, you won’t be able to do without it! 

With MT400 Shimano brakes, it’s never been so easy to 
accelerate and brake. Don’t ask questions, just ride... the 

Schwalbe tyres will take care of  the road grip. 

27.5’’ S - 29’’ M - 29’’ - L

Karma XC Boost 4.1

2 Colours: 

KARMA
XC BOOST

 A RELAXED APPROACH TO SPORT 

Garnet red:      Sparkling olive green:    
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Are you a thrill-seeker? Are you curious and adventurous? Are you looking for new 
sensations? Then get hold of  this all-mountain bike: an integrated iPowerPack 
Advanced 432 or 720 battery will give you a range of  up to 210 km and a 

Shimano E7000 mid-motor. Amplitude 4.1 will be your new full-suspension 
riding partner and it will never cease to amaze you. 

Multi-purpose 10-speed Shimano Deore derailleur, 
powerful Shimano MT400 brakes and an RST fork 
with 140 mm of  travel.  Ideal equipment for your eMTB 
outings.

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Amplitude AM Boost 4.1

2 Colours: 

AMPLITUDE
AM BOOST

 DON’T STOP 

Anthracite grey:      Sparkling olive green:    



 Commit to the unattainable with the Amplitude 7.2 and its powerful 
yet lightweight Shimano EP8 motor, fitted onto a full-suspension 

frame, its iPowerPack Advanced 720 (maximum range 240 km), and 
top-of-the-range equipment options: Rockshox fork, telescopic seat post 

and 12-speed SLX derailleur. 
The mountains will be your new playground with the AM Power 7.2. 

AMPLITUDE
AM POWER

 DON’T WAIT FOR THE MOUNTAIN TO 
COME TO YOU, GO THERE YOURSELF!  

Excellent grip on all surfaces thanks to the Maxxis 
Minion tyres and 30% quicker gear changes thanks to the 
Hyperglide + technology.  AM Power 7.2. Ramp up your 
riding sensations!

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Amplitude AM Power 7.2

2 Colours: 

Slate blue:      Sandy beige:    
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SOAR
EN POWER

 SOAR AT ALTITUDE 

Its Crankbrothers telescopic seat post, its Maxxis Minion 
tyres and on-board Hyperglide + technology make this 
bike a formidable adversary for the mountains!

27.5’’ S - 27.5’’ M - 27.5’’ - L

Soar EN Power 8.1

1 Colour: 

Why settings limits where there 
should be none? Free your emotions 
and feel that adrenaline surge that 
rises inside you before going down or 
climbing up that steep slope! With its 
extremely powerful Shimano EP8 
motor that will take you anywhere, its 
integrated 240 km range battery, its 
Rockshox fork and Shimano MT520 
hydraulic brakes, this full suspension 
bike is a jewel of  sporting technology.   

Slate blue:    
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GLOSSARY

 TECHNOLOGIES / INNOVATIONS

TRANSMISSIONS

MOTORS

SLICK SHAPE 

Top-of-the-range finish, 
polished weld on the top of  the 

frame. 

Di2
 

Automatic 
electronic gear 
change system.

BOOST

Shimano 
E6100 

mid-motor, 
Cargo E6100, 

E7000, 
60 N m 
torque.

NEXUS

Shimano 
system of  gears 
integrated into 
the wheel hub, 

gear shift possible 
when stationary, 

extended 
transmission 
durability. 

UP

Shimano 
E5000 

mid-motor, 40 
N m torque.

 Carbon Drive 
Belt

Belt drive instead 
of  a chain. Quiet, 

maintenance-
free, no need for 

lubrication.

POWER

Shimano EP8 
motor, EP8 

Cargo 85 N m 
torque

SCHWALBE K-GUARD  

Underlay of  natural rubber 
material reinforced with Kevlar 

fibres.

MAXXIS ARDENT EXO  

Highly resistant to tears and 
abrasion.

HYPERGLIDE+

Reduces gear change times by a 
factor of  3.

SCHWALBE MARATHON 
PLUS 

Marathon Plus is the ideal 
option for electric bikes.

SCHWALBE PICK-UP

Extremely solid double carcass 
for optimal safety even with 

heavy loads. The Pick-Up has 
ECR-R75 certification and is 
the ideal choice for all electric 

bikes.

TUBELESS  

Being “tubeless’ means fewer 
punctures from, for example, 
holes, pinching or bursting 
of  the inner tube.   Greater 
comfort, effectiveness and 

performance. 

ACCESSORIES

MIK (mounting is 
key) HD (Heavy 

Duty) 

New heavy-load 
design quick-fit 

accessory attachment 
system.

4A SPEED 
CHARGER

Battery charger that 
halves the charging time.

BATTERIES

 IPOWERFIT 400

Battery integrated into 
the seat post.

 IPOWERFIT DUO

Optional additional 
iPowerFit 400 battery.

IPOWERPACK 432 
AND 540

Battery integrated into 
the frame (available in 
432 Wh or 540 Wh)

 

IPOWERPACK 
ADVANCED 432 AND 

720

Battery integrated 
into the frame, shock 

protection, faster 
cooling.
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O2FEEL FACTORY 
A new assembly unit for local production

By 2023, 8,000 electric bikes will have been assembled at our unit in the Lille Metropolitan 
area.

 To keep pace with our business growth and offer the highest standards of  reliability and responsiveness, we have opened our 
French assembly plant next to our headquarters in Wambrechies, in the Lille Metropolitan area.   

For us, the opening of  this unit in Lille is an integral part of  our overall business development plan. We are aiming for a more 
local approach to maintain total control over our assembly line while increasing responsiveness and flexibility.  

Our first assembly plant

We acquired the property in November 2020, and the first bikes came off the assembly line in March 2021. To begin with, 
30% of  our offer will be assembled there.

The building has a surface area of  600m², of  which 400m² is dedicated to the assembly plant. This is made up of  4 assembly 
stations with an annual production capacity of  8,000 e-bikes.

We hope we will have assembled 50,000 e-bikes here within 3 years.
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O2FEEL NETWORK
Where can we meet?

Since its founding, O2feel has always maintained solid business 
relations with its network of  dealers. They are an integral part of  the 
success of  our brand, selected for their expertise and customer service 
quality. These authorised dealers have always been an essential link 
between the buyer and our brand.

By choosing to purchase your bike from an O2feel authorised dealer, 
you will benefit from the expertise of  a professional who will help you 
set up your e-bike.

Electric bikes are technical products which require a high 
standard of  detailed preparation.  And to maintain their 
reliability, regular checks on the safety components must 
be carried out, (crankset and stem tightening, etc.) and 
brake and derailleur adjustments.  Our dealer network will 
always be available to provide all of  the services covered 
by the basic guarantee included with your bike purchase.

Our dealers are all qualified professionals who receive 
regular updated trainings to develop their technical skills 
and expertise. Being a specialist dealer means being in 
constant contact with our head office and its after-sales 
department, which keeps them up to date with technological 
developments and provides them with additional expertise. 

Go to:
https://www.o2feel-ebikes.com
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HOME
FRAME
DESIGN

SLICK SHAPE

O2feel’s unique designer electric bikes and their “crafted” frames 
have all been designed and developed in-house by our teams. 

Our frames are unique and exclusive, combining aesthetic design 
and innovation. They are crafted in 6061 T6 aluminium, a high-
performance rust-proof  alloy. Its low density makes it ideal for 
making lightweight easy to handle frames. On certain models we use 
the hydroforming technique which involves injecting a high-pressure 
liquid into the tubes to force the frame to distort and make it take on 
the desired shape. With this technique we can offer designer frames 
with a sharp look with ever more elegant lines that are sometimes 
straight and angular.  

O2feel also develops its own batteries which means they can be 
effortlessly incorporated into the overall design of  the bike. Many 
models therefore offer seamless integration into the frame with a 
battery that is housed in the diagonal tube, for an overall harmonious 
effect. 
This in-house design offers a large choice of  unique and inspiring, 
frames crafted in-house, for a bike that will satisfy your tastes and 
needs, making you very proud of  your new partner. 

Since the creation of  its first models in 2009, O2feel has always paid special 
attention to the design of  its bikes, producing carefully crafted, attractive-looking 
bikes, the brand’s true DNA.

And to take this even further, 02feel applies the Slick Shape process to all of  its 
top-of-the-range models. This technique is carried out at the start of  the frame 
manufacturing process and involves polishing the welds to give the bike a premium 
finish that is delicate and refined.  

TECHNOLOGY IS NOTHING IF IT DOES NOT SERVE OUR ENJOYMENT

OUR TECHNOLOGIES
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BATTERIES  
DEVELOPED AND 
MANUFACTURED

BY O2FEEL

i

We control the energy
For 2022, O2feel is offering something new among its latest generation of  batteries:
“iPowerFit 400” one of  the lightest on the market.

Our batteries have a smart BMS (Battery Management System) which controls temperature, regulates 
charge and discharge and cell balancing to maintain performance standards and operational life. 

They are equipped with the 21700 lithium cell format used in the car industry, allowing a greater 
concentration of  energy than previous generations of  battery, and a ‘honeycomb’ structure that ensures an 
unprecedented degree of  reliability.

Thanks to its unique electronic and cellular characteristics, this system offers a remarkably long lifespan as 
it is able to withstand a greater number of  charge cycles. 

iPowerFit

Battery integrated into the seat post. 
Compact and lightweight, it can be 

charged even when bolted to the frame. 

Available in 1 capacity:

iPowerPack

Battery fits inside the frames of  our bikes 
thanks to an exclusive design. 

Available in 2 capacities:

iPowerPack
Advanced

More powerful version of  the iPowerPack
more shock resistant thanks to its 

aluminium shell. Better heat dissipation
Available in 2 capacities:

APPROVED BY

432 Wh
(iPowerPack 432)

432 Wh
(iPowerPack Advanced 432)

540 Wh
(iPowerPack 540)

720 Wh
(iPowerPack Advanced 720)
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Our models come with a range of  different motors, 
for different and complementary applications:

Shimano 
E5000

For urban and
trail use

2.5 Kg
Weight

40 Nm
Torque

Economic, flexible, compact, very quiet

O2feel is a long-standing partner of  the Shimano brand and its mid-motor Steps range and is committed in the long-term to the world leader in 
bicycle equipment, certain of  their knowledge of  electric bike motors and their capacity for innovation. 

As the leading French company in the roll-out of  Shimano Steps technology, we have been able to incorporate these high-tech motor units into our 
cutting-edge philosophy. Living better also involves enjoying every moment, turning your daily routine into a series of  simple pleasures, such as a 

ride on an 02feel.
Shimano’s Steps motors provide a natural pedalling sensation, you almost forget you have one on-board.  

2.7 Kg
Weight

60 Nm
Torque

High torque, quiet, 
perfect for long rides

Shimano 
E6100

For urban and
trail use

in hilly areas

2.7 Kg
Weight

60 Nm
Torque

2.8 Kg
Weight

60 Nm
Torque

Compact, lightweight and suited to 
heavy loads

Powerful, affordable

Shimano 
E6100 Cargo

For family outings

Shimano 
E7000

For sport and leisure

2.6 Kg
Weight

85 Nm
Torque

2.6 Kg
Weight

85 Nm
Torque

Specifically set up for heavy loads and 
transport

Unbeatable when it comes to pushing 
back the limits.

Shimano 
Ep8 Cargo

Power right from the 
first pedal push

Shimano 
Ep8

For the most
demanding conditions
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The international GATES company stands for over one hundred years 
of  innovation and complete, high-performance bespoke transmission 
solutions.  

Renowned automobile parts supplier and manufacturer, GATES has 
used its high-performance technology to support a wide range of  cycling 
products. By choosing GATES, O2feel has opted for the most advanced 
and hard-wearing range of  transmission products on the market.

Equipping a bike with a belt rather than a chain means going for a 
cleaner, quieter, lighter and more solid product, and a lot more enjoyment. 
Fitted onto a sprocket and dedicated chainring, there is no derailleur just 
a tensioned belt which drives the rear wheel. The GATES CARBON 
DRIVE belt provides a stronger transmission with less maintenance 
(no lubrication and therefore no grease marks) a good way to keep your 
clothes clean! Just get on and ride. Finally, this is also a solid component 
providing the cyclist with a smooth ride right from the first push of  the 
pedal. 

WHAT IS A CARBON 
GATES DRIVE? 
The technology behind the Carbon Gates Drive comes from the world of  high-power 
motorbikes and dragsters. The Carbon Drive belt is at the heart of  the transmission. This 
11mm pitch carbon fibre reinforced drive belt is the perfect hard-wearing alternative to the 
traditional bike chain. Innovative GATES sprockets and a NEXUS internal gear hub 
make up the rest of  the transmission unit.

GATES
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SPANNINGA 
The GLOW tail light is an integrated lighting solution specifically and exclusively designed to fit the 
rear rack.

The end result is an extremely narrow, minimalist and elegant tail light behind a superb light line. 

You will be visible in all conditions with the GLOW tail light. The exclusive Contour Lighting (CLT©) 
technology offers an unprecedented degree of  light diffusion.  The light is made up of  50 miniature LEDs 
which generate a light intensity of  2.5 Candela (wide angle).

Di2 technology allow a fully electric gear change which, thanks to a wiring harness, does away with the traditional gear-changing cables and levers and replaces them with 
electric cables and buttons that allow you to change gear with a single click.

There are two ways to use the Di2 system:

1. Manual electric gear change: you stay in control of  your transmission.

2. An automatic mode where the bike’s gears are shifted in the same way as an automatic gear box. Get carried away by the on-board technology without having to worry 
about changing gear.

When you stop the system automatically repositions itself  to the pre-set start-off gear.

A SEMI AND/OR FULLY
AUTOMATIC, ELECTRONIC
GEAR BOX.
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ROCKSHOX
A brand specialising in suspension systems for mountain, freeride and cross-country bikes, O2feel has chosen to equip its 
Sport collection with lightweight, high-tech and beautifully designed Rockshox forks. The forks and shock absorbers have 
been specially designed to be perfectly adapted for e-bike use. The perfect cyclist’s companion on all trails. By choosing 
Rockshox, O2feel ensures unprecedented comfort and performance along with the kind of  road holding and unique riding 

experience to always go further, no limits, no barriers.

MIK HD
MIK is an innovative rear rack system. It makes the cyclist’s life easier by securing what you 
transport and store. Hitch and unhitch your luggage in just a second. MIK HD has been 
developed by saddlebag and accessories manufacturer BASIL. By opting for the MIK HD 
system for our e-bikes, we ensure that our customers can fit out their bikes to suit their needs with 
or without MIK HD Ready luggage. You are free to do as you like, but the option is available 
on all our bikes from the new collection.

By opting for MIK we offer total flexibility to our users. It has never been so easy to switch from 
saddlebags during the week to a basket at the weekend.

The MIK HD (Heavy Duty) system can now take a child seat. MIK HD is also compatible 
with the MIK Standard system.

The advantages of  the 
MIK HD system:
1.    Easy and secure attachment for all types of  bags, saddlebags, baskets, etc.

2.   Fitted in 1 second

3.   Integrated Security Level 1 anti-theft system 

4.  Open system, allowing MIK Ready equipment from several brands.

5.  Universal, allows non-MIK HD Ready accessories to be fitted

Various mounting plates are available if  the customer wishes to equip their old bikes with MIK HD bags.
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Collection
2022*

iVog City
Up 3.1

iVog City
Up 4.1

iVog City
Up 5.1

iVog City
 Boost 6.1

iVog Explorer
 Boost 4.1

iPop City
 Boost 4.1

iSwan City
Up 5.1

FRAME

MOTOR Shimano Steps E5000 
central 40Nm

Shimano Steps E5000 
central 40Nm

Shimano Steps E5000 
central 40Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E5000 
central 40Nm

BATTERY

CHARGER 2A 2A 2A 2A 2A 2A 2A

DISPLAY Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

FORK

(travel in 

Nm)

40 mm suspension fork   Suntour NEX                 
50 mm suspension

 Suntour NEX                  
50 mm suspension

 Suntour NEX                  
50 mm suspension

Suntour NEX                  
50 mm suspension Rigid to match frame Suntour NEX                   

50 mm suspension

SHOCK ABSORBERS - - - - - - -

HANDLEBARS AND 

STEM
 Promax with stem 

extension  ZOOM stem adjustable  ZOOM stem adjustable ZOOM stem adjustable SATORI stem adjustable ZOOM stem chrome Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

SEAT POST Promax rigid adjustable Promax rigid adjustable
Satori SOLO                        

adjustable / suspension 
(Satori Impend 26’’)

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension 

(Satori Impend 26’’)

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension Promax fixed adjustable Satori SOLO                        

adjustable / suspension

SEAT DDK with memory foam
Selle Royal Gipsy 

Comfortable and extra   
wide

Selle Royal Gipsy 
Comfortable and extra 

wide

Selle Royal Gipsy 
Comfortable and extra 

wide

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads Wide comfortable seat Selle Royal Lookin with 

gel pads

GRIPS Selle Royal in faux leather Selle Royal in faux leather Selle Royal in faux leather Selle Royal in faux leather Double density grips with 
non-slip rubber Beige faux leather grip Selle Royal in faux leather

SHIFT LEVER Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter

Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter

Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter

Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter Shimano grip with lever Shimano easy-to-use twist 

shifter Shimano grip with lever

DERAILLEUR

CASSETTE

TRANSMISSION KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain with 
chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
specifically reinforced for 

e-bike use

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

BRAKES

TYRES
CST C1635 26 or 28x1.75 

puncture-protected with 
reflective strips

CST C1635 26 or 28x1.75 
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

CST C1635 26 or 28x1.75 
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

CST C1635 26 or 28x1.75 
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe 
MARATHON PLUS 
MTB 26 or 27.5x2.1                        

puncture-protected with 
reflective strips

CST C1779 26x2.35 
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe ROAD 
CRUISER K-Guard 

26 or 28 x 1.75                  
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

FRONT LIGHTS AXA compact line 20 lux AXA compact line 20 lux AXA compact line 20 lux AXA compact line 20 lux Trelock Iveo 50 lux Trelock Retro            
chrome finish 15 lux AXA Blue line 30 lux

REAR LIGHTS Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo            
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

REAR RACK MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

STAND Side Side Side Side Side Side, chrome finish Side

BIKE LOCK - - AXA Solid Plus compatible 
plug-in chain

AXA Solid Plus compatible 
plug-in chain - - AXA Solid Plus 

compatible plug-in chain

SIZE S, M S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L One size S, M, L

160 MM 160 MM 160 MM 160 MM 160 MM 160 MM

7-speed 7-speed8-speed 9-speed 8-speed 8-speed

iVOG iPOP

COMFORT

iSWAN

5
4043
2

5-speed
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FOLD

iSwan City
Boost 6.1

iSwan City
Boost 7.1

iSwan City
Boost 8.1

iSwan Roland-
Garros Edition

iSwan Explorer
Boost 6.1

iSwan Urban
Boost 6.1

iSwan Adventure 
Boost 6.1

Shimano Steps E6100 central 
60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E6100 
central 60Nm

2A 4A Speed Charger 4A Speed Charger 2A 4A Speed Charger 2A 4A Speed Charger

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD display

 Suntour NEX                      
50 mm suspension

 Suntour NEX                  
50 mm suspension

 Suntour NEX                   
50 mm suspension

Suntour NEX                    
50 mm suspension

Suntour NEX                  
50 mm suspension

 Suntour NEX                
50 mm suspension

Suntour NEX                   
50 mm suspension

- - - - - - -

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads

Selle Royal Lookin+ with 
gel for extra comfort

Selle Royal Lookin+ with 
gel for extra comfort

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads

Selle Royal Lookin with 
gel pads

Selle Royal in faux leather Ergonomic grips Ergonomic grips Selle Royal in faux leather Double density grips with 
non-slip rubber Selle Royal in faux leather Double density grips with 

non-slip rubber

Shimano grip with lever Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter

Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever

KMC rust-proof  chain with 
chain guard

CDX Gates Carbon 
Drive belt

CDX Gates Carbon 
Drive belt

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain with 
chain guard

Schwalbe ROAD CRUISER 
K-Guard 26 or 28 x 1.75                  
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe ROAD 
CRUISER K-Guard 

26 or 28 x 1.75                  
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe ROAD 
CRUISER K-Guard 

26 or 28 x 1.75                  
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe ROAD 
CRUISER K-Guard 28 x 
1.75 puncture-protected 

with reflective strips

Schwalbe MARATHON 
PLUS MTB 26 or 27.5x2.1                        

puncture-protected with 
reflective strips

Schwalbe ROAD 
CRUISER K-Guard 

26 or 28 x 1.75                  
puncture-protected with 

reflective strips

Schwalbe MARATHON 
PLUS MTB 26 or 27.5 x 

2.1 puncture-protected with 
reflective strips

AXA Blue line 30 lux AXA Blue line 30 lux AXA Blue line 30 lux AXA Blue line 30 lux Trelock Iveo 50 lux AXA Blue line 30 lux Trelock Iveo 50 lux

Spanninga Pixeo                
with reflector

Spanninga COMMUTER 
GLOW integrated into the 

rear rack

Spanninga COMMUTER 
GLOW integrated into the 

rear rack

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo           
with reflector

Spanninga Pixeo               
with reflector

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

Side Side Side Side Side Side Side

AXA Solid Plus compatible 
plug-in chain

AXA Victory compatible 
plug-in chain 

AXA Victory compatible 
plug-in chain 

AXA Solid Plus compatible 
plug-in chain 

AXA Block XXL 
compatible plug-in chain 

AXA Solid Plus 
compatible plug-in chain

AXA Block XXL 
compatible plug-in chain

S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L M S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L

160 MM 160 MM160 MM160 MM160 MM160 MM160 MM

8-speed 9-speed9-speed8-speed

iSWAN

COMFORT

8-speed

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5
4043
2

5-speed 5-speed Di2
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FOLD

Collection
2022*

iPeps Fold
Up 5.1

Equo Cargo 
Boost 3.1

Equo Cargo
Power 4.1

Equo Cargo 
Power 7.1

FRAME

MOTOR Shimano Steps E5000 
central 40Nm

Shimano E6100 Cargo 
central 60Nm

Shimano Ep8 Cargo 
central 85Nm

Shimano Ep8 Cargo central 
85Nm

BATTERY

CHARGER 2A 2A 2A 4A Speed Charger

DISPLAY Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

FORK

(travel in 

Nm)

   Rigid to match frame Suspension 60mm   Suspension 60mm Suspension 60mm

SHOCK ABSORBERS - - - -

HANDLEBARS AND 

STEM
FOHO FH03W with 

folding stem
Satori Up3 with adjustable 

stem
Satori Up3 with adjustable 

stem
Satori Up3 with adjustable 

stem

SEAT POST Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension Promax adjustable Satori SOLO                        

adjustable / suspension
Satori SOLO                        

adjustable / suspension

SEAT Selle Royal Gipsy 
Comfortable and extra wide

Selle Royal Herz City Gel with 
handle

Selle Royal Herz City Gel with 
handle

Selle Royal Herz City Gel with 
carry handle

GRIPS Selle Royal in faux leather Selle Royal in faux leather Selle Royal in faux leather Ergonomic grips

SHIFT LEVER Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter Shimano grip with trigger Shimano grip with trigger Shimano easy-to-use twist 

shifter

DERAILLEUR

CASSETTE

TRANSMISSION KMC rust-proof  chain KMC rust-proof  chain with 
chain guard

KMC rust-proof  chain with 
chain guard

CDX Gates Carbon Drive 
belt

BRAKES

TYRES
Schwalbe BIG APPLE K-Guard 

20 x 2.15 puncture protected with 
reflective strips

FRONT: Kenda K1052 Kranium 
26x2.1 

REAR: Kenda K1132 Admiral 
20 x 2.4

FRONT: Schwalbe Pick-Up Perf, 
Super Defense 26x2.15 

REAR: Schwalbe Pick-Up Perf  
Super Defense 20 x 2.4

FRONT: Schwalbe Pick-Up Perf, 
Super Defense 26x2.15 

REAR: SSchwalbe Pick-Up Perf  
Super Defense 20 x 2.4

LIGHTS

FRONT
AXA compact line 20 lux AXA compact line 20 lux AXA compact line 20 lux Trelock Airflow 70 Lux

LIGHTS

REAR
Spanninga Pixeo           with 

reflector AXA Juno with reflector AXA Juno with reflector AXA Juno with reflector

REAR RACK MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 60KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 60KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 60KG

STAND Central Central Central Central

BIKE LOCK - - - Abus compatible plug-in 
chain

SIZE One size One size One size One size

4-piston 180/180 
mm

4-piston 180/180 
mm

4-piston 180/180 
mm160 MM

10-speed 5-speed7-speed

CARGOFOLD

UTILITY

9-speed

E-BIKE COMPARAISON *

* Some components may 
change to your advantage over 

the year
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Vern Urban Power 
7.1

Vern Urban
Power 9.1

Vern Adventure 
Power 8.1

Karma XC Boost 
4.1

Amplitude AM
Boost 4.1

Amplitude AM Power 
7.2 Soar EN Power 8.1

Shimano Steps EP8 
central 85Nm

Shimano Steps EP8 central 
85Nm

Shimano Steps EP8 central 
85Nm

Shimano Steps E7000 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps E7000 
central 60Nm

Shimano Steps EP8 central 
85Nm

Shimano Steps EP8 central 
85Nm

2A 4A Speed Charger 4A Speed Charger 2A 2A 4A Speed Charger 4A Speed Charger

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE5000 lateral 
LCD Display

Shimano SCE7000 multi-
function central Display

Shimano SCE7000 multi-
function central Display

 RST 75 mm suspension Suntour Mobie 75mm 
suspension

 Suntour Mobie 75mm 
suspension

Suntour XCM34 Boost 
120mm suspension

RST Vibe Coil Boost 140 
mm Rockshox FS35 S TK 140 mm Rockshox FS YARI RC 

160mm

- - - - X-Fusion O2 Pro R     
210x50

Rockshox RS DELUXE 
SELECT+ 210x50

Rockshox RS DELUXE 
SELECT+ 230x50

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem

Satori Up3 with adjustable 
stem promax MA-60mm   Satori URSA    Satori URSA   Satori URSA

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension

Satori SOLO                        
adjustable / suspension Promax rigid adjustable Promax rigid adjustable

Crankbrothers 
HIGHLINE 3 telescopic                                 
(100-S/125-M/150-L)

Crankbrothers 
HIGHLINE 3 telescopic                                 
(100-S/125-M/150-L)

Selle Royal Lookin 
Moderate Lady with 

gel pads
Seat with comfort gel Seat with comfort gel Marwi Torino seat Marwi Torino seat Selle Italia X3 XP Lady Boost 

superflow
Selle Italia X3 XP Lady Boost 

superflow

Double density grips with 
non-slip rubber

Double density grips with 
non-slip rubber

Double density grips with 
non-slip rubber

Crankbrothers Iodine 
VTT grips

Crankbrothers Iodine VTT 
grips

Crankbrothers Iodine VTT 
grips

Crankbrothers Iodine VTT 
grips

Shimano grip with lever Shimano easy-to-use twist 
shifter Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever Shimano grip with lever Shimano XT Shifter

KMC rust-proof  chain 
specifically reinforced for 

e-bike use

CDX Gates Carbon Drive 
belt

KMC rust-proof  chain 
with chain guard KMC rust-proof  chain KMC rust-proof  chain 122 link Shimano Deore for 

12 speed
122 link Shimano Deore for 

12 speed

Schwalbe SUPER MOTO 
Perf, RaceGuard, MicroSkin 

27.5 x 2.4 folding tyre puncture 
protection and reflective strips

Schwalbe SUPER MOTO Perf, 
RaceGuard, MicroSkin 27.5 x 2.4 
folding tyre puncture protection 

and reflective strips

Maxxis Ardent 27.5 x 
2.4 tubeless ready EXO 

puncture protection

Schwalbe SMART SAM 
K-Guard 27.5 x 2.4 

(S) and 29 x 2.4 (M-L) 
puncture protection

Schwalbe Nobby Nic Perf, 
Folding 27.5 x 2.6

Maxxis MINION DHF/DHR 
27.5 x 2.8 Tubeless Ready 3C 

MaxxTerra EXO+ 

Maxxis MINION DHF/DHR 
27.5 x 2.8 Tubeless Ready 3C 

MaxxTerra EXO+ 

Trelock Iveo 50 Lux Trelock Airflow 70 Lux Trelock Airflow 70 Lux Spanninga Illico Presto 
light pack

Spanninga Illico Presto 
light pack

Spanninga Illico Presto light 
pack

Spanninga Illico Presto light 
pack

Spanninga Commuter 
Glow integrated into the 

rear rack

Spanninga Commuter 
Glow integrated into the 

rear rack

Spanninga Commuter 
Glow integrated into the 

rear rack
Spanninga Illico Presto 

light pack
Spanninga Illico Presto 

light pack
Spanninga Illico Presto light 

pack
Spanninga Illico Presto light 

pack

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG

MIK HD compatible child 
seat- max weight: 27 KG - - -

Side Side Side - - -

Abus compatible plug-in 
chain

Abus compatible plug-in 
chain

Abus compatible plug-in 
chain - - -

S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L S, M, L

180 MM 180 MM 180 MM 203 MM180 MM
4-piston 203 mm  4-piston Shimano 

MT520 (FRONT) 
and MT500 
(REAR) 203 mm

10-speed 10-speed10-speed 12-speed 12-speed5-speed9-speed

VERN XC AM EN

SPORTDYNAMIC
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iPeps Fold Up 5.1

iPop City Boost 4.1

Equo Cargo Boost 3.1

Equo Cargo Power 4.1

Equo Cargo Power 7.1

iVog City Up 3.1 

iVog City Up 4.1

iVog City Up 5.1

iVog City Boost 6.1

iVog Explorer Boost 4.1

iSwan City Up 5.1

iSwan City Boost 6.1

iSwan City Boost 7.1

iSwan City Boost 8.1

iSwan Roland-Garros Edition

iSwan Explorer Boost 6.1

iSwan Urban Boost 6.1

iSwan Adventure Boost 6.1

Vern Urban Power 7.1

Vern Urban Power 9.1

Vern Adventure Power 8.1

Karma XC Boost 4.1

Amplitude AM Boost 4.1

Amplitude AM Power 7.2

Soar EN Power 8.1

1.50 mm 1.55 m 1.70 m 1.75 m1.60 m 1.65 m 1.80 m 1.85 m 2.00 m1.90 m 1.95 m

One size

One size

One size

One size

One size

S M

M

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

S LM

SIZE GUIDE
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Shimano Systems
for e-bikes  

LONG- 
STANDING
EXPERTISE

—
BUILT ON 

THE HISTORY
OF CYCLING

THE ESSENCE 
OF CYCLING

Our e-bike components are the result of an industrial heritage 
spanning almost a century. We have contributed greatly to 

the development of cycling and the cycling industry over the 
years.  Today we have put all our know-how into one of the 

most innovative e-bike systems on the market. If you want to 
experience what cycling is really all about, try SHIMANO STEPS. 

shimano-steps.com

-
-

ENERGIZE YOUR LIFESTYLE 
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Electricity, it’s so obvious


